Tour Code: CKG8

HIGHLIGHTS: NO SHOPPING

★ ChiShui Scenic Spot
★ Jinfo Mountain
★ LongGang Cloudy Lounge Bridge
★ Mt WuLing Great Rift Valley
★ YangTzee River Cable Car
★ WuLong Karst Geological Park

Special Flavors:
Bamboo Meal/Chi Shui Feast/
Local Snacks/ Jinfo temple
Vegetarian meal/SiChuan Cuisine

D1 : SGP → ChongQing-ChiShui (3hr)
Assemble at Singapore for your flight to Chongqing.

【Si Dong Gou】 (The original name as Minxi)
It is known as the four-hole trench after the waterfall of the four levels in the stream.

【Chi Shui Ancient City Gate】 Built in the late Ming dynasty. The wall was filled with Danxia stone, and there was a complete drainage system on the wall.
(Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: ChiShui Local 5* or similar

D2 : Chi Shui

【Chi Shui Waterfall】 (including Tram+ return elevator) Master artist Liu Haisu gave the inscription “Beauty in Tranquil Valley” for it, and experts of Chinese Academy of Sciences called it “the most typical curtain fall in China”.

【ChiShui ShaLuo Scenic Spot】【Tu Chen Ancient Town】
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: ChiShui or Tu Chen Local 4* or similar

D3 : ChiShui-Mt Jin Fo (3.5hr)
【Bing’An Ancient Town】 Is China’s historical and cultural village, the famous historical and cultural towns in Guizhou province, in one of the country’s 100 classic red tourism, to Bing’An town as the center of the Bing’An scenic area is one of the eight scenic spots of ChiShui.

Additional tour 【Mt. Jin Fo Hot spring】
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: Mt.Jin Fo Local 4* or similar

Tourist visas (single or multiple entries) may be required. Please refer to our tour consultants for more details.
Tourist visas (single or multiple entries) may be required. Please refer to our tour consultants for more details.

D4 : Nan Chuan-Wu Long (3hr)

【Tian Xing Town】 It is eminent that the town has been restored to keep the strong traditional architectural left of the West Sichuan residence.
【Mt Jinfo Mountain】 A mountain that looks like a giant Buddha shining with boundless golden radiance. Located on Jinfo Mountain is a Tang dynasty-style buddhist temple. Tianxing Town also boasts of Bayu-style architecture.
【Jingui Zhaoyang Observatory Deck.】
【Cliff walk way】 【Azalea vally】
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: WuLong local 5* or similar

D5 : Wu Long-Lichuan (4hr)

【Three Natural Bridges】 (eco-car included). Featured in the movie “Curse of the Golden Flower” and “Transformers: Age of Extinction”. 【Fairy Mountain】 (tram ride included) has her name due to a mountain bearing semblance to a shy dancing celestial.
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: LiChun 5* or similar

D6 : Lichun-Yun Yang (4hr)

【YuYang Long Gang heavenly Pit】 an oval heavenly pit with long axis 350m【Cloudy Lounge Bridge】 is a glass-bottomed Sky Walk 718meter above the ground level from the Cliff Wall
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: Yun Yang 4* or similar

D7 : Yu Yang-Chong Qing (3.5hr)

【MT.Wuling Great Rift Valley】 is located in wuling mountain, about 40 kilometers southeast of the city of fuling district.
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
HTL: Chong Qing HTL 5* or similar

D8 : Chong Qing→ Singapore

【Hongya Cave】 located in the riverside area of the Yangtze River and Jialing River two rivers converge and core business circle of Chongqing.
【Jiefangbei Shopping District】

TIPPING : RMB30/PAX/DAY
Additional tour : RMB600/PAX
Chong Qing City Tour+ Yangtze river cable car + ‘Impression Wulong’ Show + Mt Jin Fo Tian Xing Town hot spring

Remark:
In the event of discrepancy between the English and Chinese itineraries, please refer to Chinese itinerary. Sequence of itinerary is subject to change without prior notice.